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Caloriaetry for the SSC*

B.A. 'Cordon
Srookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NX 11973

and

P.O. Crsnnia
Statm University of New York, Stony Brook HX 11794

Introduction

Tht ute of ciloriactric measurements of partic-
ular jtt •ntigits, a»|lts and types ii arptcttd to bs
of paramount importance in IIC axpsrimsnt*. Tha <al|-
naturta of interesting atw physics are imagined to in-
clude identification and mtssureaent of jets, elec-
tron!, photona and aiasing entrgy up to marly tha
full beaa anargiai. At high entrfy, calurisstric ata-
jureaentt are superior to other known methods [oar a
variety of reasons. Up to the limits iaposed by cali-
bration syateaatic error, the relative energy resolu-
tion decreases like 1//E, whereas ssgnetic measurement
resolution increases like Z. The depth required for
containment of energy increases only as ln£E) so that
calorimeters offer relatively comp.ct detectors.
Radiation hardness, a requirement ft-r the full SSC
luminosities, is possible to achievr with suitable
choices of aedia. The time resolurion required to
extract interesting event* in the very large collision
rates (aean tt " lOnsec), although insufficient for
full tiae separation, is probably achievable at the
level required to extract most physics. It is also
true that signals froa calorimeters land themselves to
foraing fait trig|tri which can extract ujsf'jl etndi-
data svsnts for lurthir analysts, tinea eal'Drlnetara
are by nature missive, they eoapleaent detection of
auons by presenting absorber Material required in any
case for nuoa identification. Finally, sinci: measure-
ment of jets will be crucial «t the SSC, the similar-
ity in response of calorimeters to charged and neutral
hadrona 01 electromagnetic pfirticles is essential.

The deaands upon an ideal SSC calorimeter are
many and varied; optimization of parameters for par-
ticular physics purposes will depend upon the partic-
ular requirements of an experiment. The identifica-
tion of non-interacting particle production (neutrin-
os, photinos etc) demands excellent control of energy
rsjolution, and position accuracy aa wall as careful
attention to minimising dsad xonas of CDvarat,*. Haxi-
nizing energy reaolution requires the largest possible
sampling frequency for energy deposits, as well as
sufficient longitudinal depth to avoid degradation due
to leakage fluctuations. Use of calorimeters for par-
ticle identification (electron/hadron, T/**, U • jets
/QCD jeta etc.) will place particular premium on seg-
mentation, both transverse and longitudinal. Similar
requirements on transverse segmentation result when
one desires to isolate particular particles in the
vicinity of aany other particles (e.g. identification
of leptons in the aidst of quark jet fragmentation).
Study of rare events at the highest accessible lumin-
osity will place particular stress on the speed of

*This research supported by the U.S. Department of
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aignal collection and shaping in order to tveii con-
futing cverlap from unwanted bsckjroucd collisions.
Finally the coat optiniiations will atongly influence
calorimeter choices; beyond the obvious dependence on
raw aatarial costs, thsrs it strong banafit from msxi-
mitini Cha aaan dantity and In aiainiElng tha space
required for aigntl collection and processing..

'Ttie investigations of caHcrixetry at t'ha SSC were
.aided by talks on special topics by M. Asolins, U.
Aaaldi, C. Saltay, 3. Cox, H. Priach, P. Crannis, C.
Heuscb, J. Huston, J. Kirtby, S. Linn, T. Steinberger
and C. Tfodh. 'He have benefited froa several excellent
review* oc aspects of EH and hidroaic cascades and the
performance of caloriaetry. .

'The activities related to calorisetry at Snowmiss
took place in three main areas.. These were:

1. The performance criteria for SSC calorimetry,
including the requiTenentis on htntcticity, fhower con-
taiuaent, iejiaentation and tine resolution. The use
of caloriaetric scini of particle identification wat
studied and is iiusnarixed in the report, of Fernandas
et. al. ;

2. The study of triggering methods using calori-
aeter energy, angle and timing information. .31)is work
ia presented elsewhere in these proceedings. ;

3. A review of a wide variety of calorinete;
aateriala for absorber and sampling., as well as
several means of obtaining the readout of the energy
deposits.

The participation of aany phyaicsts in these
studies should he explicity noted. 'Their efforts,,
both at Snowmass and in the months following, have
helped elucidate aany of the desired properties of
calorinetry at the SSC and have pointed tha way toward
•asantial studies and tssts in tho n»xt !«w yeara*
These individuala, with the breakdown of the various
working groups and the organization of this suoasry
are indicated below.

I. Performance Criteria for SSC Cjlcraaetry

A. Hermeticity - S- linn, F. Paige, S. :Pope, 1.
Price, S. ProtopopeJicu.

S. Shower Containment and AlbedD - C.
Newman-UDlnes, G,. Yodh.

C. Criteria for Segmentation - T. Ferbel, J.
Huston, T. Kondo, R. Partridge.

D. Pile-up and Time Resolution - M. Claubmsn,
B. Cordon, J. Xirlcby, P. Wanderer,, D.P. Heygand.

II. Calorimetric 'Triggers - M. AbDlins, 1. Price, S.
iWagner.



I I I . Potential Calorioetric Media

A. Uraniua Absorbers end Compensation ~ C.
B»lt»y, V. Cook, T. Ferbel, H. 'Cordon., P. Cranais, C.
Heusch, H. Iwasaki, T. Kendo, I . Leedom, P. Slattery,
T. Yaaanaka, Y. Wataaabe.

I . Vans Liquid loniiation Calariaeter* - A. l u ,
C, Heuach.

C. C«( Caloriaetcrf - A. Lu.
0. Silicon Stapling - T. Kendo, IT. Watanabe, S.

Kia.
E. New Heavy Classes - B. Cox.
F. Bariua) fluoride

I. Performance Criteria for SSC Caleriaetry

A. Hen»eticity

The recent e*perieaee of CERM SppS .experiment*
•how* tbe power of signalling the pretence of neu-
trino* or other non-inrerscting particle* in high pj
event*. Thi» is nade possible if the £j of had-
rons, electron*, «uons and photon* are veil aesiured
over the large*! possible aolid angle. The vector
transverse •onentua in an event can be then used to
infer the existence of non-interacting particles above
sone threshold in £7, set by the scale of the £7
resolution error*.

Several effects coabine to produce apparent nisu-
ing px from imperfections in the detector. They
include the finite energy resolution of the cilori-
aetry, «i measurement of shower angle*, lost of parti-
cle* vithin the )iole» imposed by the SSC beam pipes,
loss of particle* into crac>*.« between adjacent se:g-
nents of caloriaetry and losses into uncovered regions
due to the constraints of res5, life (support*, sable
pathways etc.). Soae of these are clearly detector
dependant and oust be studied with specific design* In
•ind. In this regard it is interesting to examine the
effects of incomplete caloriaetry coverage for CDF
and DP at the 2 TeV SFerailab Collider. Both of these
detector siaulatiooa find that particular care oust be
paid to ariniaixing the cracks and dead zones is cover-
age in order to capitalize on good energy and angle
resolution.

The natural scale for assessing instrumental ef-
fects is that set by the unavoidable losses by neu-
trinos. These come priajriljr from the teoi-leptonie
decay* of c,b1 and t quarks produced in hard consti-
tuent collisions. The effect of neutrinos ha* been
avalu*t«d for /« » *0 T*V pp collisions using
ISAJBT two-jet eventa containing the canonical
mixture of heavy quark production. The differential
cross section do/dMPT, i*ere MPT is the missing j>t,
is shown in Fig. 1 for these •neutrino contributions
above. The HPT distribution is seen to be strongly
non-Caussian for this source, with contributions at
the level of 100 pb/CeV around MPT - 100 GeV/c.
Figure 1 also shows the differential cross section due
to losses vithia circular bean holes whose angular
aizes are u > 6 (8 £0,3"), n_> 5.5 { 8 £ 0.5*), and fl
2, 5 {B^O-B*"). These cross sections do* not include
effect* of cracks, energy or angle resolution; they
are coaputed using light quark jet events appropri-
ately weighted over all pj. 'Ice u 3 e o f ISAJET in
simulating the effect of aaall angle beam holes is
suspect, since that program does not include initial
state gluon radiation. In particular, disagreement
was found between ISAJET and analytic approximate cal-
culations in details such as the dependence of MPT
distributions upon jet py. Our comparisons in this
workshop 'do indlcat* that tha 1SAJET simulations art

at least qualitatively correct. Further work is
needed to extend the analytic calculations to address
the question of the full differential cross section
v». MPT. Taking the ISAJET results shown in Fig. 1,
we find that the beam hole effects becane less than
those from neutrino production at a value .of MPT
ranging from 20 CeV/e for fl(Hole3 " 6.0 to about 40
CeV/c for ,Ti;[Hol«5 - 5.0.

The effect of energy and angle resolution on the
MPT distributions has been investigated for /* • 40
TeV collisions. Figure 2 ahowa these results, again
compiled with the effect of neutrino eoitsicn. In
this »ludy, the energy retoluticn was assumet) to he,-a
m .35/E for Madrons and a " .ISVfe for EM -particles.
The energy resolution function was Sautaian. In addi-
tion, 'Che inpaet point of each s'-over v»s assumed to
have a «e«iure»ent error of «j • oy • Ic» ion a
cylindrical approximation to a d»t«ctor with af£«ctiv*
radius - 1C0 cm, capped along the beans at 200 en)..
Such resolution* lead to the expectation of sieving
PX resolutions of the fora o(MTl5 " C/Ej with C
io the vicinity of 0.3. We see fron Fig. 2 tJiat these
angle and energy resolution* have only aodest effect
on that due to a 0.5* bean hole inm 5.45.

The effect of crack* in calorimeter coverage ha«
been studied. For this calculation, dead regions were
introduced into the ca?-ori»eter in the form of azi-
«uthal wedges in a cylindrical calorineter Irinner «
300 csi) which extends between 3D* £ fl i 1501*. Theise
wedges have boundaries which project to the fceaa axes;
they are acsused to be filled with aatcrial of the
SMmt density as the active regions of calcrimetry..
ISAJET eventii arc propagated through a nhower £ener.at-
itsg MoDte Carlo teec Sci. 9) in which the mean longi-
tudinal and transverse shower profiles are reproduc»£).,
as veil *t reasonable representations oi fluetuBticn*
in energy deposit. The calorimeter A&tiiity utt choicn
to ap.proxianj* ursniua and liqu-td argon (p • pjf,B)
with Xj • 3 co and Ij " 2D cm. That «nergy which i«
deposited in the cracks wa« ignored and the xeatining
energy in live region* used to form the diffcrcntifil
cross section. The resul.j are shown io Fig. 3 for
tvo values of crack «ixe — 1.32 of the total area .of
the central caloriaeter, and 4.01. Again., the effect
of neutrino production is shows in Pig. 3 for .compar-
ison. He see that there are some aca-Gaussian tails
in the cross section due CO ihe cracks. Selnw HPT •
40 GeV, the effect of these cracks .dominates the r.eu-
trino effect, even for IS of dead area. The effect of
these cracks at (3.31 dead area) is about the sane a*
that due to .a 0.5* beea hole,, out to MPT " 30 SeV'/t.

It is cl«*r that:, of th* aevitral ccntroll«til«
effects on aissing px resolution the presence ®i
crackt and .dead .spots is potentially most 'damaging.
The cracks investigated in this workshop, even .at the
level of 1.31 of the area lover the range 3D* _£ 8 «£
150*,, give rise to MPT broadening at level* comparable
.to reasonable beam pipe hole*. They also yield aon-
Gaussian tails to the distribution. It is^also found
in real simulations of (present experiments that
dead areas introduced for mer .anicsl support and
access will give larger MPT contributions 'unless
rigorously controlled. .Suck .calculations indicate
that particular attention must be paid to avoiding
gap* in coverage for the EM portions of the calori-
*etry.

The conclusions of this workshop -are then .that
various instrumental effects (cracks, beam holes And
•energy/angle smearing, in that order? are likely ;£D
•dominate SSC p.issing pi resolutions below about 40



CeV/c. Ac larger MPT, carefully constructed calori-
meters should be temicive primarily to real effeete
such as neutrino, photino, tec. production.

B, Shower containaent and Albedo

Th« longitudinal depth required for containaent
of a fixsd traction of enargy in < caloriastav in-
eraaaea logarithmically with incident energy. The
longitudinal tranaitioa curve* for hadrone are usually
psraaetrited using tntx (the depth for shower asxi-
«ua1 and A {the effective attenuation length following
shower aaxiaua). Both tag, end A increaae logarith-
mically with energy, 10 that the depth required to
contain fraction f of a ihover cakes the fora t'Cf) - A
• B Inlt).

Measurements of tJzom accelerator data and a
cosmic ray experiment give a combined result in the
range 20 £ I £ 6000 CeV of A - 0.16 • 0.294 lo(E) (in
Ao). The depth of ahower maximum for energies betveeo
3 and 200 CeV i» taken fraa calculations to be
caax " -0.23 •» 0.58 ln(£) (in *p). The resulting
depth for 951 containaent it t(9SZ) • 0,41 + 1.75
lu(E) (itt lj) which yielda 95Z containaent at 8.5 An
and 12.5 Jl0 at 100 and 1000 CeV, respectively. It is
worth Doting that the paraaetrization from the CEEN
C3HS experiment five* t{99X) - 3.5 + 0.9 ln(E3, fitted
to data between 15 and H O CeV. This latter expression
gives an extrapolated depth for £"1000 CeV of 9.7 An
—conaiderably lower thr.tr the containment depth quoted
above.

It ia embaraseing that such a fundamental para-
•eter as the depth of calorimeter required to contain
hadronic showers ia known with auch imprecision in the
TeV regiae. Clearly the coats of detectors which
employ 15 XQ deep calorimeters vill be quite a bit
larger than those with 10 ij of caloriaetry. The
iasue ia important, both for protection of auon detec-
tors froa punchthrough, aod also for good energy reso-
lution aicce fluctuations in tht leakage fraction can
i» quits largs. Tha existing accelerator data shows
approximately 301 degradation of resolution ia going
froa 991 to 95- containaent. Setter high energy *ea-
sureaents of shower containment are called for. A
contribution to these Proceedings by C. Newman-
Bolaes tried to assess the importance of energy res-
olution and containment uaing the CDF Honte Carlo. It
vas aasuaed that w'a and v's escspe, there were joo
beats hales and aoae aasuaed angular resolution. To
optimize the aissing £; resolution it was found that
the energy resolution vas not very important and the
caloriaeter only had to be lOAo thick in order that
the angular fluctuations vere about equal to those
from leakage.

The loss of energy from the entrance face of *
calorimeter (albedo) can be of importance in affecting
energy resolution. Albedo arises due to backseattered
secondaries as well as long-range components emitted
isotropically in nuclear fragmentations. Cosmic ray
ntaturenent* of the bacVscartared charged particle -
component give the number (into All " 2r) per shower of
N - 2.4 * 1.13 In (E/100 CeV) for showers between 150
and 2000 GeV. Assuming each particle carries an aver-
age of O.S GeV, thia component of albedo represents
1.2' of the full ahower energy at 100 GeV and 0.251 at
1000 GeV. The albedo losses due to photons are com-
parable to those for charged particles ; neutron
losses are probably greater.

Accelerator test data at S GeV using iron and
uranium liquid argon calorimeters nave seen an appar-
ent loss of about 31 of the incident energy when the
position of first interaction is within 1.7 %Q of the

front face of the calorimeter. If interpreted as
albedo, thia qualitatively confirms the coimic ray
results.

These estimates of the albedo do not appear to
impair seriously the energy resolutions achievable by
caloriaetry at high energies, although they are uncer-
tain anough to varrant further study. At low ansrgy
there ia rather direct evidence that resolution is
aade worse when the first Hadronic interaction occurs
early in the caloriaeter - unless special correction
factors are introduced, la addition to worsening res-
olution in the calorimeter, the albedo lias Che effect
of sending unwanted particles .backwards into the
detectors closer to the interaction. Since each high
energy shower sends several charged particles backward
(5 at E » 1000 'CeV), this effect can te quite damag-
ing.

C. Criteria for Sepctntation

The degree of segmentation of calorimeters is of
crucial importance in determining the structure of
event* end in identifying the character ui particles
in the events. There .are two basic approaches to
setting Che desired segmentation: the first it Co set
tht granularity sf £M and hadrcnic sections of tht
calorimeter at thi transvsne size of the individual
shower* themselves; the second is to use tihe structure
of certain physics signatures to set the appropriate
scale. Clearly the first approach sets the smallest
sensible size.

There is considerable data on the transverse
sizes of showers is different media. We first examine
Che EM cascades 'Where data, analytic 'Understanding and
Monte Carlos are relatively more reliable than for *
hadronic showers. Since thi mean angles involved in
the Bremsstrahlunj! and psii- production precedes lead-
ing to longitudinal shower development arc smaller
than the Bfan .angles or multiple 'Coulomb scattering of
the bulk of the electrons,, it is t'bt latter Whitti set
ths transvarsa tlsa seals through th« c'hrractsflstic
Holiere radius:

T_ - 21 MeV X.

where £e is Che critical energy 1st which the icni-
zation loss is equal Co radiation losses) .and XQ is
the radiation length. Although the Holiere radius
sets the scale for Che bulk of Che energy deposit, the
extreme tails of the transverse distribution are
believed to ibe tdue to the .spreading of low energy
photons .at Che minimum attenuation 'Coefficients. At
depths beyond the maximum in the longitudinal develop-
ment curve, this essentially geometric effect: .contri-
butes to the growth of these wings.

The question of how the transverse profiles of EM
showers behave in sampling calorimeters — where both
ce «ud Xj differ between absorber and sampler —-
rectived tone attention in the workshop. Naively,, ons
may expect considerable broadening of showers when a
large fraction of the medium is low 2 sampling mater-
ial , .allowing Che angular divergencies .of the electron
and photon populations Co open up the spatial distri-
bution. Experiment and calculation show this effect
to be of minor importance.. Test calorimeters Math
variable insertions .of air or plastic were studied by
Yuda. The rms widths shown in Fig A show some
Geometric effect of introducting sizeable air gaps,
but very little when acrylic spacers intervene between
lead plates.



* quantitative study reported in chit Proceed-
ings studied a lead-liquid argon sampling (3.S ami
Fb and 5 ma Ar) calorimeter ueing tfce ECS Konce Carlo
and found a radiua of about 4 ca for 951 transverse
containatnt of a full thowtr. If th* f«or.«tric
spreading tffeet in ergon were doainan we would
expect the radial size co be 2.4 tiaea »»iat fur pure
lead. The rcaulta of Sef. 19 arc inatead consistent
with thoae obtained using a Moliere radiua coapuced
using the weighted avaraic radiation length and crici-
cal energy for lead. Thua the Transverse aizca at
showers in thi* caiorisctcr *r« about 201 Icrger th.o
in pure lead.

The 951 containment radiui for full EM showers ia
about 2T« ae indicated above for typical SSC calori-
aeter media e.f. (2 aa U/2 ac Ar) gives 951 contain-
ment at r«2 ca. Thua, transverse segmentation at the
level of 2 * 2 ca »*»m» a reasonable aatch to the
ahower sitat. It aheuli be pointed out however that
the central core of the ahower i* quite aaall ind-ed;
fat a depth of S/Xa «"J • 10° c*v ""howr, the f u l U
width of the projected ehower ia only.about 2 aa.
Pi(. 5 ahova this effect. Such aaall core* say argue
for rather fine segmentation at the depth of the
ahower maxima.

' - The ability to Mature the centroid of a ahower .
haa been studied in various experimental testa and in
some simulationa. There ate aoae diacrepanciea among
these data; aoae evidence, exists for position reso-
lutions which scale like E*0-5, while other
date J ~ " argues for a weaker energy dependence. A
Konte Carlo reault ueing ECS find* position reaolu-
tiona of a few sat uaing S x 5 ea aegaentationa with
5-10 CeV electroua.

The longitudinal segmentation in EM Calorimeters
can be exploited to give uieful discriminating power
bttvacn electron! (or photona) and hadron*. **"*
It ia possible, uaing th* combination of lateral and
longitudinal indentation, to reject hadrona wiLii lac-
tort exceeding 10 for 100 CeV incident energies. The
ainiaua aiaber of longitudinal aaaplea required far
this ia three; it ia important that eheee aaaplea be
choaen auch that one irrelatively small and centered
oo the ahower T*^i™'—i

The transverse size of hadronic ahowera is eatab-
liahed primarily by the mean transverae •oaenttaa in
hadronic interactiona, ae well M* by multiple Coulomb
scattering. Because of large mean free path of h»d-
rona in aateriala, the relatively large inelasticity
in each collision and relatively few generalioni in a
lull catcada, hadron ahowera era cliaractarixad by
larger tranaverae epread and greater fluctuation Chan
sre zA ahowera. The average tranaverae profile for
200 GeV in an i~ iron-acintillator caloriaeter ia
thown in Fig. 6; although there ia a relatively denae
core of energy near the ahower axis (i3c«) the winga
of the distribution extend paat IS ca froa the *-is.

Despite the complexities of the hadronic multi-
plication procesi, there is a reasonable rule of
thumb that the lateral profilea of full shovere can
be expressed at a function of the tingle variable R() •
transverse thickneaa in g/ca (where the appropriate
weighted average of material denaitiea ia taken) The
radius within which 95" of the energy is contained in
about 1 absorption length (̂ n) in the particular »ix
of aateriala eaployed. Fig 7 ahova such a curve com-
paring data for *'» and p'e in the energy range 10 -
200 GeV. Thia scaling behavior nay not persist
at the highest SSC energiea vhere the fraction of
ansriy in th* caacad* carried by •*"• ii known to

increase, leading to narrowing of the irtntverte pro-
files. For example cotmic-ray results with an iron-
tcintillator calorimeter ahov a decrear' in the 9BI
containment from 40 cm at £ • 40 CeV to 25 cm at' E •
20 TeV.

The average width of hadronic thDwert also ahowa
an tpproxinttely linear increate with depth into a
calorimeter, as shown in Fig. -- 7he*e data also
indicate t'ha indapandanc* of shower sixaa with »«ttr-
ial when expresaed in tenet of Khicicnesaea (g/ca ).

For the ^ort of dente caloriarten diacuiaed for ;
SSC (e.g. uraniua-liquid argon) the radiua for 951
containaent if chut .x.pected to be about It) ca; a*. *
noted above,, the central core of the thowera are anal- .
ler*by a good bit <e,|. 501 containaent within a few
ca radiui). The concluaion at this workshop w«s that
caloriaatar crtntyarit atgatntation of 5 x Sen wa*
sufficiently fine to aatch th* tvtrat* ahowar tl»*k te
be encounterrd. In teraa of confineaenc radii, this
site is in fact asaller than the 2 x 2 em £M ttgment-
ation recioamended above. The larger fluctuation for
hadronic ahowera may justify this; in any cate asking ;
tiadronic sesaests aore thaa b tines the area of £M
' segment! leadt T.o diainijbiog economic return. <

The size indicated for hadroaic segmentation ia
alao well matched Lo detersining the ahower centroid
with maximum precision. Studiea of centroid aeaaure- :

«ent in iron-scintillator ealoriaeter» show that '
little improvement ia made if the sampling element
uidthi decrease Ibelow about 10 cm {Fig. 9). Since the
denaity of uraniian calorimeters should 'be nearly twice
the iron device*, it appears that nearly opcinel reso-
lution should be reached vith 5 ca wide 'hadronic seg-
ment*. The measurements shown in Fig. 9 show an ex-
ponentially increasing behavior of centroid error a »
<o,Dexp(d/d;o3» where dg«60 gm/ca „ Fig. 10 tnous the
energy dependence ai position error which falls ap-
proximtely like E"°'J,

The «eeond Method for establishing guidelines for
cjlorineter segmentation ia based upon the capability
to isolate phyiicsl phenomena of particular interest.
Two studies were undertaken at thia workshop. The
first examined how a finely segmented calorioeter

could distinguish W + qq decays from single parton
jets .at large pj. In this study uting pj • 5D0
CeV/c M's or jett,, the diacrimination was seen Co
improve aa segmentation became finer down Co about im
• j&* - 0.03 (e.g. about 5 ct i 5 a Jt r • 1.5 a ) .
The aixe indicated in this work pertains primarily to
llit 'hadronic sa«mantation tinea tlm *»ta daacrlbad are
dominated by aultihsdron fragmentation. 'The second
study examined the ability to isolate electront from
top quark di>cay. Electront were considered isolated
if no charged particlea struck the 3 x 3 matrix of
cells surrounding the electron and if less than 51 ai
the 'electron energy waa deposited by neutral parti-
cles. Top quark jets of pj » 500 GeV/c showed over
80S electron isolation probability with segmentation
•of &n » A^ ' ©v02. Thi* result implies EM cells of
about 3 x 3 cm at r * l.S •».

It is interesting that these two physics studies
yield segmentation of calorimLtry at about the same
level as wae dictated by the intrinsic shower sxztt
themselves. 'There appears then to be a natural scale
to the transverse segmentation desirable in calor-
imetry for SSC detectors. This sixe Ca'bout 2 x 2 em
for EM calorimetry and S i S en for hadronicj is
achievable by present techniques; the cost of such
granularity it however likely la be lsr,g». For a
caloriicatar covering ± 6 unit* of rapidity,, in a



cylindrical geometry of effective radiua of la, ic
iaplies about 2 i 10 EH tower* and 3 x 10** hadronie
tower*. Allowinf for 3 conpartaents within the EM
itetioo and 3 within the hadrcnic givea a total
channel count of about 7 x 10 . At current cost* per
channel of electronica of at least $50, the coat for
instrumenting such a calorimeter will be in excess of
535 K.

ID1-

ilJD'i)

Fig. 2. Differential eroea-seetion vs. aisaing pj.
The (squares a'how the effect due to a 0.5*
bean bale. The triangles a'tiDw ic:he '.cosbi'D
CioD of effect* due to 0,5* 'beam hole, a
thadronic) - 0.35 </tt o(EM) - 0.1S •* and
:DI:> oy • :2 <ca. 'Th< clojtd cirris» nhoi/
the ero»«-*ee«:ien. due to neutrino losses

1. Contributions to the differential cross-
section Jo/dMPT (KPT • aissing pj> due to
neutrino production from heavy quark decays
(solid) and due to incomplete coverage within
beaa holes of aeveral sizes^ The top quark
aaaa ia assuaed to 45 GeV/e .

Fig, 3. Differential iross-seetion vs. aisaing py
for the case of ariauthally directed cracks
in the caloriaetry between B » 30" and 9 "
ISO*. The cracks represent 1.3Z (dotted) and
4.0Z (dashed) of the area for the two cases
shows. The cross-section due to neutrino
losses is also shown '(solid}. A 'bean hole of
8 £ 0.3* •(nnuU[ - 6.03 is used,.
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Fig. 5. Bidial profile» for 200 CeV eleetroai in a
Monte Carlo linulatiDB of a lead-liquid argon
caloriattter. Cata fron lef. 19.
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"Fig.'8.~ Width of'h*dronic ihoweri*(g/ca*) vt. depth-
Data from Sef. 30.

Fig. 10, Projected tranaverse position rtBolution vj .
energy for hadxun thower.i. The line and data
points refer to sampling itrip vidth of S en.

Fig. 9. Projicted tranivaria potition r«iolution vs.
•<wj>Ung »trlp wlJtl) for 25 CoV (0) and 4:0
CeV t0> hadrom. OaC< from Eef. 31.



D. Tine Setolution

In order Co utiliit the high luminosity of the
SSC for rare processes such aa heavy Higgs or quirk
production it ie crucial to detrraine whether the
caloriaeter vill function at sufficiently high rite.
Thia eubject has been widely discusaed recently, eg.

[ Snovaaaa '82 , Che DPF Berkeley meeting , the
F55C , and the pp conference. The conclusions are
that all known caloriaetera have collection times of
order 100 mec. Therefore, not only the events

, within the aaac bunch crossing vill pile up but al«o
th'oai froa croiainga before and after. However the
ealeriaeter call occupancy rate, aa ve ahall outline
bclov, ia rather low. Therefore, in designing Che
SSC: 1) n, the •tan nuabir of inttractiona/croaaing,
ahould ba it imall n ponibl* approaching 1; 2) t
tine hiacory of each channel in • 10 nice interval
ia dtsirsbl* to tort out svints froa different
eroaainge; and 3) RID on fatter caloriaeteri ahould
ba vigoroualy puraued.

The occupancy rate for the aoat popular choice
for a caloriaeter, liquid argon, can be eetiaated.
With the addition of IS methane the electron drift
tiae for a 2 no gap would be « 150 ni. For Of »
160 nb and dNCcharged particle*)/dy • 6.5 thia gives
10 3 3 x 3 x 10-7 x 160 x K r " x 6.5 - 312 charged
particlea per unit of rapidity in 300 ma! Assuming a
segmentation of A* - 0.03 and A n - 0.03 and that each
particle affacta 3x3 tovara, Chla iapliaa that » 1/2
of the cowara have loma reanant of a icft ahower - a
gentle glow. Even though the drift tiae ia alow the
tiae reaolution in liquid argon calorimeters ia good
enough to distinguish aignala in a particular bucket
if each tower haa a tine measurement. Thia reduce*
the occupancy to £ 51.

There have bees studiee of a few specific
phyaica topis* with the presence of tip to 10 minimum
biaa eventa. For example very high px Jet*
clearly atand out over the background when demanding
a ainiaua pj in every cell of the calorimeter of a
few CeV. For isolated electrona in heavy U'a or Z'a
the aignal hat been thovm to be rattier unaffected by
the pileup of minimum biaa eventa. Even for SUSY
particlea where the aignature ia an imbalance of pj
with no charged leptona, the addition of additional
eventa in not very aevere aince they all balance
PT-

Howaver il Laderman point id out in 1982 , there
aay be soae rare procesiea which pile up infrequently
to ainulate an even rarer aignal. For example
comider the production of heavy quarkt:

PP f
I

Die signature would be a high px lepton, a large
aiaaing energy and the constraint of the Q aaaa for
both dacaya. Tha aarne algnatur* could ;bs alnulatad
uy

a) pp

PP

• jet

Iv
jet + jet

or b) pp • jet • jet
• PP • jet • jex

A detailed Monte Carlo aimulation of theie two
poijibilitie* was made uaing ISAJET. For cxauple
for possibility b), two jet eventa were generated in ;
10 equal pr bina from o to 1 TeV/c. The trac'ka
were projected Co a model calorimeter with aegsienta- '
tion in » O.I, A* - 0.1 covering |y < 5. The energy
in each cell of the calorimeter wii recorded. Siai- ,
larly a large number of two jet event! were generated:
eelecting only tho«e with a charged lepton pi > 40
CeV/c. The particlea item these events were also put|
into cella in the caloriaeter. Each of these !
eventa carries a weight related to the croaa section \
in the px bin in which they were generated. Then
the two aeta of eventa were summed: the contents of '
all caloriatter cell* yere added. Finally an inaly- :
»\i wit parformirt on both 'hiav.y quark avinti |an«r- .
ated by ISAJET and these event* that were iimmeil. ,
"The aignal and background were subjected to the same <
cuti, Theie cuta were chDien on t'ht bitii oi aini- |
•iziDg loaaea of the signal but maximizing the lost :
of normal single event backgroundn. The cuta are :

liated in Table 1 for aaas of heavy quarkt of SCO and
500 CeV. Table 1 alao lists the cross section for
the eventa that survive the cuts. For the background
this was derived from the following:

P°2

" Up 0I«,2

012

Table 1.

Analysis of Heavy Quark Signal aoS Background

A) Cuts used in analysis

S PI >

pjClepton) >

Sum of Ex in
3x3 c e l l c luster
around high j>y
lepton <

Transverse momentum
of lepton re lat ive >
to j e t * direction

Tranaverse maas of
je t* and lepton >

- 200 iGeV

100

40

5

20

20

; 5D0 GcV

200 teV

SO EeV

5 GeV

20 .CeV

1(00 CeV

Scalar component of
PTV transverse to
lepton 3-momentium > SO

B) Results of the cuts

•) signal Olstvy quark}

b) aignal M + jet l.SxHT^ab
jet • jet

c) jet + jet 9.9xl0~Smb
jet • jet

" 77mt.

1DD '

l,3Ml:D-:BmU

*the jet is the highest pf jet in the sane
hemisphere as the highest pj lepton.

tv.



where r.j(2) it the proDaoilicy of background H 2 )
occuring during « beam crossing P it the integrated
luminosity per beta craning (3.3 x 10 sb in thii
example) ^1(2) it the cro»» section for background
1(2). N it the total number of beam crossings and X •
Np it the integrated luminosity. It if clear chat
the type a) background it cloae to the aigr.al while
typa b) background atcaedt the lijntl. Unfortunately
thij tcudy did not OBtiaii* the antlyfit procadur*
and perhapt it vould be eaay to auppreaa the back-
ground due to thia type of pileup. Clearly more of
thii type of work it required.

All calorimeter! need accurate calibration and
monitoring howeyer thii it covered In a contribution
by P. Slattiry.

II. CsloriaeCric Trimera

With 1.6 z 10* interaction* per teeond there it
quite a challenge to the trigger syitea to reduce
thit rate to • 1 Hz. This group ha* a separate con-
tribution to the Proceeding!. A first level trigger
reduce! the rite by • 1000. Thit is aecospliahed by
demanding p; > 75 CeV in a region of the calor-
imeter covering An " 0.25 and £• " 15* or demanding
Cvo tuch region! hiving pj > 25 CeV or denmding
that stifling anergy > 25 CeV. An iaplamtntttion of
auch a trigger with no dead tine ia given* Finally
tl -. additional requirements for variouf specific
physics aignaturea i* ditxusted. The calorisetric
threaholda for each aignature is calculated to reduce
the rate CD 0.2 Hz. The concluaion ia that trigger*
can be deviaed that allow the itudy of the 1 TeV mats
region.

III. Potential Calorinetric Media

A. Uraniuti Absorber

A considerable amount of diacutaion wat hald on
tin uaa 0/ uraulun as an abiorbtr. The first uta 0/
uraniua va* in liquid argon calorimeter. Thia Mea-
surement showed both aa improvement in the energy
resolution uting uraniua compared to iron and also a
aore nearly equal response for hidronic showers con-
pared to electromagnetic showers, EH/HAS " 1, Both
of these benefit* were understood and interpreted as
the effect of fiaaion induced in the uranium nuclei
by the nuclear cascade giving additional energy in
the sampling medium in the form of lose mixture of
neutrons and gaaats rays. Such a fiesion product it
understood to then partially compensate for the
energy lost in a non-uranitna absorber in the excita-
tion of the nuclei. A confirmation of these effects
was later observed by the APS collaboration using a
uranium scintiHator calorimeter. However, J. Brau
and T. Gabriel ' have recently suggested that the ob-
served EM/HAS » 1 is primarily due to the transition
effect. The transition effect is the observed dif-
ference between what an electromagnetic shower depos-
it* in a sampling cilorinatir (with many transitions
between a high denaity abtorber and low density aaa-
pling medium) and what vould be expected to be depos-
ited on the baait of considering the friction of the
dE/dx loss in the sampling medium. The Brau and
Gabriel auggeation is bated on Monte Carlo calcula-
tions uaing EGS3 and HETC. They claim that the tran-
sition effect in .- high Z material suppresses the
electron reaponte thereby giving equality with
hadrons. In fact u/e - 2, the experimental measure
sent of the transition effect, in the original U/LA
test where "11" ia the signal observed for a minimum
ionizing particle passing through the calorimeter
converted to the energy lost by that muon in dE/dx in
both tha abaorber and aanpling medium. Brau and ?

Gabriel predict that a lead calorimeter may alto give
EH/HAS - 1. However both in a 3.5 A lead scintillator
sieaturemeot and a 5.4A tungsten scintillator mea-
surement'' thia ratio vss »1.4 - 1,5. Brau and
Gabriel alto pointed out that a seine illator-ureniuai
calorimeter may have better performance than a liquid
argon uranium one due to increaaed saturation affects
ia argon compared to stintillater.

A recent study for LHC has indicated the great •
: importance of this ratio being close to 1. It is '

obvious that: sore real data is needed. Currently DC )
and SLD hive tJ/LA tetti underway and SLD it planning 1

' a Fb/LA test for 1985. ;

B. Warn liquid lonintion Calorimetara

CSuspared to liquid argon sampling,, the possibil-
ity of uting room temperature liquid! auch it tttra- i
•ethyliilme ;('TMS) or meopentane offer* certain
advantages. Tlie need for intulated cryegenic vet- ;

' sell it removed, and the signal collection could be :
faster. Unfortunately the liquid mutt be extremely
pure, the liquids are flammable, some(:i'Qes toxic., and
the effective signal obtained it I/ID - 1/5 compared
to liquid argoa. At present only J, Engler hat
obtaiDed results using a 10 liter THS system with
eoimie rayt. Work is tlio going on at LSL EM. :

Strovink), CEKN ID. E=hiniel), and Aachen. This
technique needs to be proven on a large scale but
merit1 attention for the SSC.

C. Gas Calorimeter*

Onofficially it was reported s»iat the 1EP-3
group at CEEN has obtained EM/HAD - 1 with an appro-
priate gas mixture and absorber.. Unfortunately the
energy retolutica it about a factor of 2 worse for
gas sampling compared to liquid argon.. However at
the SSC .energies the simplification of ;gas sampling
with faster tine collection, simpler electronics and
mechanical construction could prove very useful.
Unfortunatsly r«diation dating* still fravanti this :
approach clc*s to ths bismt. Also It aay b* pointeJ
out that the density of such a calorimeter is usually
30-402 below alternative* and there ia a son-trivial .
problem to monitor the gain in a large system. \

B. Si Sampling

A contribution was prepared for these Proceed-
ings on the use of silicon detectors as Che sampling ,
medium for calori'xetry. 'The advantages of uting
.silicon at the saiapling nediua are the gaiu stability
(since the detecttr has unit gain as in liquid
argon), fast response, compactness, operation .at
rocraitemperature, intensitivity to magnetic field, and
ease of fine segmentation. Unfortunately the cost it
currently high and radiation damage, particularly to
the electronics which needs to ibe close, could be
severe. Also there is currently a fair amount of
dead apace on the perimeter of a silicon detector
which could lead to dead spsces in the calorimeter.
Ideally such calorimettrt would ba boat naar tho
beams but there th'i radiation level is highest. Also
the sampling fraction is intrinsically very low since
the .active thickness it typically • 300 Mt, This
leads to greater sampling fluctuations which
increases the energy resolution compared to using a
thicker sampling medium with the lame thickness for
absorber plates..

E. Heavy Blast

Hew heavy glasses were discussed which have
density " 8. They have been developed by A.R.
Spowart in esall quantities. 'The composition* are i



proprietary until agreements are worked out with
flat* nanufacturars. Staple* h « v been checked with
•ourcei and m i to be as radiatioa bard aa SCG1-C
doped with ccriua. At SSC energies there vould be
enough l i the output to uie photodiodea for a l l
readouts. This topic require* more work.

T. B,F2 used uith PWC

An interesting fait calorimeter waa proposed by
D. Anderson and S. Hajewaki. It haa not been fully
developed but work he* been done ae CERN and now at
m (C. HooJy «t, al,.). Currently radiation hardness
ia being oeaaurtd. The gain calibration and icabil-
ity could b« i problem lince there • » so many inde-
pendent photoeathode surfaces and proportional cham-
bers. Also there ia a need to heat Che chambers
above room teaperatura to allow the THAZ to have
enough vapor praiaurs* Parhaps its high cose will ba
the only aajor drawback.

Cnncluaiona and Recommendition*

Ac anticipated, the studies done it) this uork-
shop have confirmed that caloriaetry will be a domi-
nant part of aany detectors for the SSC. For the
generalized 4« deteetora they will bs itidispensible;
for aoac of the specialized detectora ' calorimeters
vill play important roles in particle identification,
jet reconstruction, quavk flavor tagging etc. Al-
though the working group ha* not seen specific areas
where currently known calorisetric techniques are
totally inadequate for the job at SSC, there *re
clearly worriea about aone of the performance and
cost figures.

Calorimeter• can be judged on aany different
bases: EH *nd hadronic energy resolution, response
ratio for EM and hadronic ihot/trs, posit ion resolu-
tion, time resolution, signal collection time, effec-
tive density, segmentation ability, calibration con-
trol, stability, radiation hardness, ease of packag-
ing, intrinsic noiae, linearity, ability to operate ,
in aagnetic fields and of eouise cost.. No single
choice of method is ideal fro* all points of view.
It is perhaps a failure of this workshop that new
ideas for calorimetry media and readout were not
forthcoming.

For nany of the discussions, the standard choice
for SSC calorinetry of uranium liquid argon was
•ade. Thia choice haa clear advantages in that it
haa bean demonatrated to work, has superior density,,
EH to hsdran risponaa, anaruy resolution, calibration
and ease of segmentation. Its primary drawback are
the difficulty of working with the cryogenic liquid
container! and fe aignal collection timer. The
characteristic integration times ("10D naec) inherent
in liquid argon schemes allow subatantial overlap of
events within the resolution interval. Although no
clear case haa been made that intern ting physics
will be jeopardized by these overlaps, we are by no
•eana aure that some crucial topology of rare event
will be loat due to the background from several over-
lapped events. Thus it aeeas crucial to extend
atudiea of thia problem through more complete simula-
tions than have been reported here.. It must be true)
that at some level (e.g. a signature involving 1 e",
2 u+ and three jets) the backgrounds swamp the signal
when 10 events are overlapped. We need a better
guide to the acceptable limit! of tine resolution for
a range of physics.

Other techniques offer specific advantages. t

Substitution of liquid argon with room temperature
liquids CTMS, IMP, etc..) relieve the cryogenic diffi-
culties but raise new hazards associated with ilamma-
bility. There is also a leas in aignal aixe and a
gain in signal speeds. Requisite purity ia hard to
achieve. Sampling with scintillator aey give timing
improvements at the risk of excessive radiation
damage. Potential new ceriua doped heavy glasses »*y
giva superior energy nictation, but vill poii diffi-
culties in calibration and stability and in .ability \
to segment finely. The use of S»F2 should yield
excellent tiire resolution but aaay have difficulties
owing to nor.-uni formic its, stability and construction !

probJeaa. The idea of jaopling with silicon wafer* ']
could be very attractive and acr.ai:ght forward to ' j
build, b-jt cost, cricks for readouts and radiation '
damage are problem!). 'The existing techniques using '
gas sampling arc viabl* but give rcducad anargy raso-
lutlon,, lass overall density and dUIiculUn in 'Cal-
ibration. It it clear that further B and 3 on .all of
then pDssible choices should have m high priority in
the coming few years. For some there .are major un-
knovna vim regard to radiation damage, tnrr.gy reso- !

l'Ution and Eil/hadronic response which need to 5e
measured. For all, there needs to be demonsciatio" ,
that calculations and small scale prototype perfor • >
stance can be translated into worikage large scale >
devices- •

Somewhat: orthogDnal to the question of eval-uat-
ing the various calorimeter sampling aaterialf is the
issue of hov veil uranium absorber works to reduce |
energy resolution widths and equalize EH and Ihadrnnic ,
response. This issue is not 'Wholly decoupled from
the choice of samples, aa it is expected that conver-
sion of fission decay products in the sampler will i>e
better in low Z than in high Z materials. The role
ot the transition effect in reducing EH rexpcnie is
.tlfo .undsritood to dspand in a known quinlitstiv* »'iy
upon the critical encrgiei, and hence on sampling
medium 2. The major unreiolved issues here are in
the site of the .compensation effect due to fission of
uranium relstive to other oon-urani'ua properties such
as albedo, leakage and transition effect.. Test c»l-
orimeter» of n'.jrly identical r.onitruction should be
studied. Of particular interest are comparisons of
uraoium liquid argon, lead liquid argon, uranium
scintillstor and lead scintilljtor calorimeters of
equivalent depth, radius and segmentation..

The ability to trigger on calorimexric informa-
tion <was studied here and found to be sufficient to
the task {barely). The schemes envisioned involve
nulti-laval trign«r» in which a ssrlas of mvtm
sophisticated cutm are applied at each succeeding
stage. An approximatisn to such trigger schemes are
now being built for the 2 TeV Fermilab Collider vhtiB
instantaneous luminosities will be .at least .a factor
10 below the SSC design. Experience with the detec-
tors and triggers should provide very useful experi-
ence in handling noise and overlapping events, making
fast jet finding .algorithms .and missing pj calcula-
tions, and iti incorporating trigger* for special par-
ticles.. Additional simulations and studies of the
trigger problems for tl i SEC, together with advances
in implementation, sh^id continue.

Studies of the performance parameters required
to do the range of SSC physics need ampliticatioa in
several areas. Much of this can ba accomplished
through combinations of analytic calculations And
Monte Carlo simulations. Among the topics needing
further work we note: (1) iproper calculation of the
effect of beam hDlei upon mining px rejolutiDn;
(2) njch acre extensive modelling of the deleterious '



effect) of dead regions in calorimeter coverage; (3)
aessurement of hadronic shower containment depth*;
I*) the btnifit to be found from tsjginj the tine of
individual energy deposits; (5) the ability of celor-
iaetera to aid in identifying ipecific jet or parti-
cle types; and (6) the effect of tine overlapped
event background) en interesting phyaics signature*.

' It i», in our opinion, essential thai much of R
and D, simulation and calculation exercises be

; carried forward as rapidly «• possible. Me have
• perhapi five yeara available before construction of

the real SSC detectors is initiated and Che aort of
program outlined htr« la necessarily an iterative and
recursive process* Although we .nay count on the
afforci of those collaborations now building Jetae- ,
ton for IBP, ILO, TaV I and HERA to uswtr cu* at
the questiona, it £a dear that these initiitivea
will not addnia all of the ntv territory that thouid
be expored for SSC detectors.

The aechsnisa for atiaulatini thia research
program it a legitismte concern in itself. Although
i t nay be ideal to call for the eatablishaent of ded-
icated detector 8 and 0 group* , auch arrangement*

i have not been wholly successful in the paat. It ia
however clear that the aajor laboratories ia this "
country and abroad do have an opportunity, and per—
hap* responsibility, to dedicate some fraction of
their reaourcea to sueh unrestricted research. It
ha* baan aoat useful in .providing fo«us and talent
for thaaa entorprisss in tha paat and should be ex-
panded. A corollary is that access to teat beans
muft be preserved (enlarged?) in order to facilitate
rapid and repeated tests of specific new realizations

- of calorimeter prototypes. Finally, i t seems appro-
priate that the S5C t and D phase not lose light o$
the need to foster reaearch on defector issue* JS
well as on accelerator questions. Tlie tine acale for
tsw detector buildup ia not ao such shorter than for
the SSC itself.

A radical alternative would ibe to call for pro-
posals as early as possible, organize the proponents
into perhaps 2 groups, appoint a manager to t»ke on
the responsibility of developing tha detector which
would include the detector BSD relevant and neces-
sary. This is essentially the example followed in
LEP. It would mobilize eiperiaent.il groups to treat
the SSC as a reality and therefore commit themselves
Co the project. The RiD would be naturally directed
towardi tanks relevant to that project. It would
also force an early interaction between builders of
the accelerator trirf the dete^tci".
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